Psychology
Selected Bibliography of Resources

The resources listed below are a combination of print and electronic formats available from the Harold Washington College Library. Consult a reference librarian if you need assistance locating or using any of these resources.

Books – Searching the Library’s Online Catalog

- Use the online catalog to find books in the Harold Washington College Library. The online catalog allows you to search for books on a topic, by a particular author, or by title. Link to the online catalog from the library Web page, http://hwclibrary.ccc.edu/.
- If you would like to explore your topic, psychology, then enter that term in the search area and search by keyword. In this case the search is too broad as it results in almost 2,000 items.
- You can narrow your search by adding an additional term and using the word and in between your search terms. For instance, try narrowing your initial search on psychology to psychology and personality (result is just over 90 books).
- You may search by subject which is actually a much more specific way to search for books than keyword as subject searches are limited to the subject headings that appear at the bottom of the full records for your results. A subject search for psychology returns about 80 books.
- Please ask for help with the online catalog whenever you have questions.

Reference Books

The Corsini Encyclopedia of Psychology and Behavioral Science / co-editors, W. Edward Craighead, Charles B. Nemeroff; editorial board, Norman Abeles ... [et al.]
[Reference] BF 31 .C8263 2001 (4 volumes)
The Dictionary of Psychology / Raymond J. Corsini
Encyclopedia of Psychology / edited by Alan E. Kazdin
[Reference] BF 31 .E52 2000 (8 volumes)
Handbook of Child Psychology / edited by William Damon
Magill’s Encyclopedia of Social Science : Psychology
[Reference] BF 31 .M33 2003 (4 volumes)
The Oxford Companion to the Mind / edited by Richard L. Gregory
Survey of social science. Psychology Series / edited by Frank N. Magill
[Reference] BF 31 .S79 1993 (6 volumes)

Periodicals

The vast majority of periodicals are available from any of a number of subscription databases which can be accessed on campus or from home. These databases can be search by topic as well as by periodical title. It is also possible to browse the table of contents of individual periodical titles, i.e. the Journal of Personality, or Psychology Today.
Electronic Databases

The library subscribes to several databases for articles and for e-books. You can access these from the library Web page, [http://hwclibrary.ccc.edu/](http://hwclibrary.ccc.edu/).

**Articles**

**Academic Search Premier (EBSCO)**
Provides full text for nearly 2,050 publications, including nearly 1,500 peer-reviewed journals. Indexing and abstracts are provided for all 3,393 journals. Includes information in nearly every area of academic study including including the social and physical sciences, the humanities and arts & literature, engineering and computer science, humanities, education, and more.

**CQ Researcher (Congressional Quarterly)**
Covers controversial issues of the day with complete summaries, insight into many sides of the issues, and bibliographies. This resource includes access to the full text of all articles published since 1983.

**Health Source Nursing / Academic (EBSCO)**
This database provides 600 scholarly full text journals focusing on many medical disciplines. Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition also features abstracts and indexing for more than 850 journals.

**ProQuest Research Library (ProQuest)**
Fulltext access to a broad range of source titles across all academic disciplines including the social and physical sciences, the humanities and arts & literature, engineering and computer science, humanities, education, and more. Includes full text of the New York Times and Chicago Tribune.

**Wilson Select Plus (H.W. Wilson)**
Provides full-text coverage across major academic fields including arts and humanities, education, social and general sciences, business, technology, biology, agriculture, law and library science.

**E-Books**

**netLibrary E-Books (OCLC)**
This database offers the full text of nearly eight thousand books from netLibrary’s subscription collections as well as a selection of books in the public domain. Users can search for these titles either in this database or by using the online catalog.

**Opposing Viewpoints Reference Center (Gale)**
Draws on content from Greenhaven Press, Gale and Macmillan to provide a complete one-stop source for information on social issues. Access articles, topic overviews, statistics, primary documents, Web sites, and full-text periodical articles.

**Virtual Reference Library (Gale)**
This resource is a database of specialized encyclopedias and reference sources for multidisciplinary research. These reference materials once were accessible only in the library, but now you can access them online from the library or remotely 24/7.